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THIS EMBARGO SHOULD BE RESPECTED OVERSEAS BY PREFACING

ANY MESSAGES WITH THE EMBARGO

NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF WOMEN

Mr. Eden's speech at the conclusion of the

afternoon session :

I an grateful to Mr. Bevin for this opportunity to speak to an audience so fully

representative of the contribution of the women of this country to our national war

effort* There is no distinction, in this country, as between women and men in
willingness to accept physical risks and in the courage to endure physical dangers.

The blitz has proved this*

It is equally true that there is no distinction between women and non in the interest

taken in the present and future course of our foreign policy* In a free country, if a

foreign policy is to succeed, it nust be understood and it nust be endorsed by the great

majority of the people* All foreign policy is conditioned by the strength it commands

and the support of united public opinion is an element of that strength amongst free

peoples* Such unity is hard to win, but once it be won it gives a much firmer

foundation on which to build than any dictatorship can command.

1 dictatorship can sometimes present a more impressive outward appearance of unity;
its imposed discipline can-create an awe-inspiring front. But the weakness of a

dictatorship is that this
appearance may deceive its own leaders and its own people no

loss than the enemy* The whole fabric may be worm-eaten and rotted from within, while

scarce a crank is visible on the smooth surface* So that when the test cases the

collapse is sudden, devastating -and past repair* So it was with Fascist Italy, for

such is the price of servitude*
, .

The first need then, is a wide me assure of unity based on understanding* The second

need is - a firm belief in ourselves .and in the leading part which we intend to play in

the organisation of peace. We do not proclaim this in arrogant tones, still less do wc

wish to suggest thac . e should sock to oppress other peoples* There is no doubt, however

tha.t the record of she British Commonwealth in this war and in particular the leadership,

courage and determination which the people of these islands showed 'in the dark days of

1940 have created, a deep respect for what you have done* This exists and is strong in

the minds not only cf our enemies but also of our friends# It is an asset to be

valued and to be preserved.

Today in Allied countries suffering under enemy tyranny, many of our friends

sincerely hope that our influence will make itself as strongly felt for the purposes of

peace as it has done in these last three years for the conduct of war* We, for our part,
cannot respond to chose hopes unless we are prepared, when the discipline of war is

relaxed, to maintain a. true measure of national unity in foreign policy, end unless we

are prepared to continue to practice self-denial and self-discipline to a greater
extent than wc did an tne period between the two wens# But given this unity cf

purpose and given inis confidence in ourselves, on wheat foundation must wc build?

Here we live on a small island, in contrast to the groat land masses of the U.S.

and the Soviet Union. We could not therefore expect to play an equivalent part in

world affairs, except by virtue of two factors; our membership of the British

Commonwealth and our geographical position. Because of these, however, it is a.

remarkable fact than what I would call the "alliance potential of Great Britain” has

throughout the contraries been far greater than either its population or resources, alone

would warrant.
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Twice in the last 150 years we have stood alone or virtually alone, hut always we

have by our exertion and our example and by the aid of these exceptional factors

succeeded in leading a triumphant alliance home to victory.

The great dominions are of course free and independent states, but nevertheless

they are naturally cur most immediate allies as we of course are theirs. It is hard

to exaggerate the value not'only to ourselves but to the world of this unique
association of free states.

he should seek to strengthen it by all means in our power.

Next in order of importance come our relations with the United States and the

Soviet Union. Situated midway between these two most powerful nations this country,
with its close and natural association with cur friends on the continent of Europe,

has a great responsibility, it is for us to join with them and, with China, as well

as with the other members of the British Commonwealth of Nations, to ensure that when

the enemy powers are finally destroyed we together use cur authority to the best

world advantage. As Mr. Cordell Hull rightly said the other day, we must consider

that force of some kind is an element of any new world order. Indeed unless such an

order has sufficient force to give effect to its decisions it cannot hope to serve

its purpose.

But, and here I come to my third principle, we must never forget that however

great the military power and industrial resources of the four Great powers, no

enduring peace system con be created at the conclusion of fertilities unless -we

associate other states with ourselves, I will not discuss/ aTT in detail this after-

noon but I will make a special mention of one - France.

No man can foretell the future of France, But other countries besides France

have in the past produced a national resurrection out of national disaster, I am

confident that the same vail prove true of the French people in the years to come.

However that may be, I am sure that it is only by means of some common policy

between, in the first instance, the four great powers that we shall eventually be

able to obtain the consent, and the willing consent, of all other United Nations to

any new -world order.

It is of little value at the present stage to concentrate on elaborate plans
for a future Utopia unless we have first thrashed cut some very practical problems
between ourselves in the light of every day realities. It is better far to proceed

by practice than, by blue print. Given agreement between the British Commonwealth,
the Soviet Union, the United States and China, any schemes for regional organisations,

security systems and so forth can he worked cut -without too great difficulty,
Without some agreement between these not one of these projects is likely to prove

practical politics.

That is why I welcome the decisions which mil shortly result in a meeting in

the first instance "between the Foreign Secretaries of the United States, the Soviet

Union and this country. I hope that one task for that meeting mil he to examine

and to decide on methods for joint consultation and joint action between us all in

peace as well as in war.

MINISTRY OF LABOUR
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